
Make the Call!  
Sample Telephone Script for Calling Your Congressperson in Support of Binding 
Bids Legislation 

It can seem daunting to call a Congressional office, but please believe that they need to 
and expect to hear from their constituents. It’s your right and part of the governing 
process to call your representative’s office and make your opinion heard. 

Here’s a brief script to make this as easy as possible. See our online directory for 
contact information and ask to speak to the staffer who handles healthcare-related 
legislation. 

Hello, my name is [FIRST] _____ [LAST] _____.  I am from [YOUR CITY & STATE] and 

am calling to support the millions of people who depend on home medical equipment. 

• I urge Representative or Senator [LAST NAME OF REPRESENTATIVE] to fix 

the broken Medicare bidding program that disrupts seniors’ access to the 

equipment and supplies they need to live.  

 

• To that end, please support the Medicare Competitive Bidding Improvement Act 

so that home medical equipment suppliers will be held accountable for how they 

bid in Medicare contract auctions. 

 
{adapt for your title/organization, ex. The business I work for} 

• I am a business owner who is being shut out of my industry by predatory bidders 

taking advantage of loopholes in the Medicare auction and bidding process.  

 
• We have much to lose and nothing to gain by letting intentional low-ball bidding 

disrupt how home medical equipment gets to those who need it. The Medicare 

Competitive Bidding Improvement Act will increase transparency and fairness in 

the bidding process, promote competition and ensure seniors have increased 

access to quality medical supplies. 

 
• Currently, supplier bids are non-binding, meaning if CMS offers a contract to a 

bidder, that bidder can accept or reject that contract. Non-binding bids can 

encourage low-ball bids because suppliers know they are not required to supply 
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the products at those bid levels and are only bidding to participate in the 

program.  The Medicare Competitive Bidding Improvement Act would make 

supplier bids binding, thereby increasing transparency and ensuring reliable and 

equitable pricing. This legislation would help ensure that suppliers submit bids in 

good faith, increase competition, and would create more certainty for suppliers 

and for consumers, giving them increased access to more quality products and 

services. 
 


